
VERY IMPORTANT - Print Note:
You must keep original size (100%)

For an accurate result please make sure that the printer is set to ACTUAL SIZE or 100%
and NOT ‘Fit to paper size’ option in the print dialog box of your printer.

Use a ruler to check that the ring sizer is exactly 10cm long on your printed page. 
This chart represents ring sizes for Australia. Sizings are approximations only.

Our rings come in various widths ranging between 20-35mm that change as they undulates along the
drawn line. They should NOT be measured similarly to a wedding band as they have a wider grip on 
the finger. We therefore recommend selecting one size larger than you normally would with a thin band.
 
In order to determine your size, you can either use an existing ring that fits you. Align it over the 
circles below, making sure the INSIDE of the ring lines up with the circle. If you are between sizes, 
we reccomend ordering the larger size.
 

Alternatively, cut the ruler below and wrap it around your finger to measure your finger circumference.

Printable Ring Sizer

1.   Print this page and cut out the Ring Sizer below. Use a utility knife to cut a slit in the ring sizer.
2.   Wrap the Ring Sizer around your finger. Then poke the pointed end through slit with the numbers
facing out.
3.   Tighten the Ring Sizer by pulling the pointed end toward your finger. The fit should be snug 
       but comfortable around the widest part of your finger (normally at the knuckle) 
4.  Simply read the number at the slit. if the size falls between 2 numbers use the larger one.
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Two Methods to Size Your Ring
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